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Weekly Highlights 

 

 DXY under pressure amid growing recession worries 

 Looking for “clear and convincing” evidence of slowing inflation 

  

 JPY recovering its safe haven properties amid rising recession risks 

 CPI tops 2% for first time in 7 years – BoJ unmoved 

 

 Flash PMI data to show activity holding up, prices still high 

 Solid UK data help GBP off the floor 

 

 USD/CNH drops below 6.7 

 Weak data prompts PBoC to cut 5Y LPR 

 

 BI to hold rates and support growth 

 BoK rate increases to continue as inflationary pressures rise 

 

 Economic data show Latin America losing momentum 

 Inflation to linger for longer 
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US – Greenback under pressure amid rising recession concerns 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

24-May PMI m’fact, flash (DI, May) 57.9 59.2 

 PMI services, flash (DI, May) 55.2 55.6 

 New home sales (%MoM, Apr) -1.7 -8.6 

25-May Durable goods (%MoM, Apr) 0.6 1.1 

 Core goods shipments (%MoM, May) -- 0.4 

 FOMC minutes  -- -- 

26-May GDP, 2nd est (%saar, Q1) -1.3 -1.4 

 Jobless claims (k) -- 218 

27-May Personal income (%MoM, Apr) 0.5 0.5 

 Personal spending (%MoM, Apr) 0.6 1.1 

 Core PCE (%YoY, Apr) 4.9 5.2 

    

Source: Bloomberg 

 
Volatile equites and recession fears have stalked US markets this week, with the 
S&P recording a 4% drop on Wednesday alone. The Vix is elevated but still 
below levels seen in March in the wake of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The 
surging US dollar has adding to the pressure on US financial conditions which 
are tightening rapidly. The FOMC has been clear that tighter financial conditions 
are a feature not a bug. Kansas Fed President George addressed the falling 
equity markets head on this week suggesting that they were indeed in the Fed’s 
sights and that recent equity market declines were no reason for the Fed to ease 
up on the current pace of hiking. Chair Powell noted that this is not time for 
“nuanced inflation analysis” as the need for price stability is “unconditional” 
saying that he was willing to push rates into restrictive territory if required. 
Despite the recession fears, UST yields are not significantly changed on the 
week, although they have dropped a little in relative terms compared to other 
markets. It was a difficult week for USD giving up ground across the G10.                    
 
Outlook 
There is a heavy slate of data in the US, as well as a slew of Fed speakers and 
the FOMC minutes. The Fed is looking for “clear and convincing” evidence of 
slowing inflationary pressures before it takes its foot off the gas. We doubt the 
core PCE deflator will provide it. The consensus is for another 0.3%MoM gain, 
leaving the annual rate at 4.9%YoY. The flash PMI data will be watched both for 
signs of easing demand and for information on the supply side and prices. The 
US PMIs are certainly not at levels that imply recession. The Empire State and 
Philly Fed indices both surprised on the downside and hint at a move lower for 
the PMIs. Jobless claims will be of interest. There is just a hint of a softening 
labour market in the recent weekly claims figures and it will be interesting to see 
if it looks like claims have bottomed out and are starting to rise again. We expect 
any Fed speak to be resolute but to support a steady (50bp for now) pace of 
hikes at upcoming meetings.       
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Japan – CPI surge is no big deal for the BoJ. Policy to remain loose  

Major Events and Data releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

24-May PMI m’fact, flash (DI, May)  53.5 

 PMI services, flash (DI, May)  50.7 

 Dept store sales (%YoY, Apr)  4.6 

26-May PPI services (%YoY, Apr) 1.5 1.3 

27-May Tokyo CPI (%YoY, May) 2.5 2.4 

18-May Ex ff&e CPI (%YoY, Apr) 0.9 0.8 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

The yen has firmed this week amid some interesting developments. USD/JPY 
almost hit the 127.0 level late in the week – a one-month low. With US 
recession fears building, the yen looks to have recovered some of its safe 
haven properties in recent sessions. The surge in US S-T interest rates over 
the past 3 months has put some 2-way risk back into the UST/JGB spread 
and when things look a little shaky now, the yen is tending to firm.  

The other development was the CPI in Japan pushing above the BoJ’s 2.0% 
target for the first time since 2015. Headline CPI jumped from 1.2%YoY to 
2.5%YoY in April. The big driver of the jump was a big decline in mobile phone 
charges in spring 2021 dropping out of the YoY comparison. Ex fresh food 
and energy CPI in Japan remains at just 0.8%YoY - well below the BoJ’s 2% 
CPI target and much lower than in most other G10 countries. Inflation 
pressures in Japan remain subdued. Hence the BoJ’s determination to keep 
policy settings loose and to sit out the dash for tighter policy across much of 
the rest of the G10.           

Outlook 
US President Biden will be in Tokyo early in the week to meet PM Kishida and 
attend a Quad meeting. Geopolitics aside, it will be a quiet week for data and 
events, with the flash PMI and Tokyo CPI for focus. The flash PMI will 
underscore that price pressures in Japan are much weaker than elsewhere 
with prices indices in Japan far below those overseas. The Tokyo CPI for May 
will be biased higher as most but not all of the mobile phone impact has fallen 
out of the YoY comparison. In addition, in Japan spot energy prices feed 
through to utility bills with a lag and the weak yen will play a role here in 
coming months. Through summer the headline CPI will likely edge a little 
higher. With global asset markets looking shaky and central banks determined 
to continue tightening given elevated inflation, the yen could see additional 
safe haven demand in coming months.    
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Europe – EUR, GBP make the most of flagging USD     

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

23-May GE – IFO (DI, May) 91.3 91.8 

24-May UK - PMI m’fact, flash (DI, May) 55.1 55.8 

 UK - PMI services, flash (DI, May) 57.0 58.9 

 UK – CBI distributive trades (DI, May) -- 3 

25-May EZ - PMI m’fact, flash (DI, May) 54.5 55.5 

 EZ - PMI services, flash (DI, May) 57.3 57.7 

27-May EZ – M3 (%YoY, Apr) 6.3 6.3 

    

 Source: Bloomberg 
 

While we think that much of the USD weakness has been driven by US 
developments, we note that in the UK Gilt yields have risen sharply in the 
wake of stronger-than-expected labour market and retail sales data. While 
EGB yields have risen by less they have also narrowed the gap on US yields. 
Despite the solid UK data, EUR/GBP is almost unchanged on the week. ECB 
speakers have continued to suggest a strong consensus around a first hike in 
July, with a fairly rapid move to get the deposit rate back into positive territory. 
We currently expect hikes in July, September and December, although the 
market is pricing in just over 100bp by year end. Dec ECB pricing is up around 
15bp on the week.     
 
EUR/CHF was down around 1.5% on the week, with a speech by the SNB’s 
Jordan hinting at tighter policy if inflation pressures continue to rise. Recall 
that the SNB has the lowest policy rate in the world and like Japan, core 
inflation remains subdued. The SNB has to date, like the BoJ, sat out the 
dash to tighten policy and hence the hint saw investors give the currency a lift.   
 
Outlook 
The main focus will be on survey data, with the IFO survey out of Germany 
and the flash PMI data for the eurozone and the UK. The flash PMI data 
remain at levels that indicate solid activity. We will be watching to see how 
output and new orders behave against the backdrop of the cost of living 
squeeze. They are one of the leading demand side indicators of activity, 
although the PMIs have not had an especially close relationship with official 
growth indicators since the pandemic struck. Prices charged and received are 
also a focus. Globally evidence of easing of supply side pressures is in limited 
supply against the backdrop of Chinese lockdowns and the conflict in the 
Ukraine.         
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China – More policy support after disappointing data   

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

27 May Industrial Profits (%YoY, Apr) -- 8.5 

    

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

The upside momentum of USD/CNY softened, with the pair falling below the 
6.8 handle. Disappointing data for April deepened concern over China’s 
growth slowdown amid the Shanghai lockdown. Specifically retail sales for 
April recorded a double-digit slide and industrial production growth dropped to 
a record low of -2.9%YoY. In response, Chinese leaders continued to talk up 
pro-growth policy measures. Chinese Vice Premier Liu He held a seminar with 
China’s tech giants and said that the government would support the 
development of digit companies and their public listing. Chinese Premier Li 
urged local governments to act decisively to support growth in the near term. 
Subsequently, the PBoC cut the 5Y Loan Prime Rate (LPR) by more than 
expected to 4.45% from 4.60% - a clear policy signal of support for the real 
estate sector. However, the 1Y LPR surprisingly remained unchanged at 3.7% 
(vs. 3.65% expected), showing concern over the RMB depreciation trend and 
Fed-PBoC monetary policy divergence. Alongside the USD retracement, the 
CNH and CNY spot rebounded to below the 6.70 level. On the open market 
operations side, the PBoC maintained a daily CNY 10bn of reverse repo, net 
draining CNY10bn of liquidity over the week. 
 
Outlook 
With the policy guidance and implementation of pro-growth measures, 
concern over the economic outlook eased somewhat and RMB sentiment 
improved. The Shanghai reopening will remain in focus. With still few infected 
cases being found outside the quarantine area, the pace of reopening should 
prove to be only gradual. So far the PBoC has refrained from implementing 
other FX policy actions such as raising FX forward risk premium or the return 
of CNY fixing counter cyclical factor. While we do not see significant side 
effects from these policy tools, the PBoC may have just granted green-light on 
the recent RMB depreciation trend, which should be hardly surprising to 
market participants given monetary policy divergence. Moreover, keeping the 
policy tools available could help shore up market confidence in the PBoC’s 
ability to maintain order in the FX market. Across the board, the RMB basket 
index remains supportive at above 100 level, and the retracement in the RMB 
index should offer some relief for China’s exports and growth. Having reached 
a new equilibrium level, we look for more two-way FX volatility in the RMB 
market.  
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EM Asia – BI to stand pat, BoK to hike to arrest inflation pressures 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

23 May Singapore CPI (%YoY, Apr) 5.5 5.4 

  Thailand Trade Balance ($mn, Apr) -382 1459 

24 May Bank Indonesia 7D Reverse Repo  3.5 3.5 

25 May Korea Business Survey M’fact (DI, Jun) -- 88.0 

 Singapore GDP, final (%YoY, Q1) 3.7 3.4 (p) 

  Malaysia CPI (%YoY, Apr) 2.3 2.2 

25-31 May  Vietnam Trade Balance ($mn, May) -- 1069 

  Vietnam Exports (%YoY, May) -- 25 

  Vietnam Retail Sales (%YoY, May) -- 12.1 

  Vietnam Industrial Prod (%YoY, May) -- 9.4 

  Vietnam CPI (%YoY, May) -- 2.6 

26 May Singapore Industrial Prod (%YoY, Apr) 4.2 3.4 

  Korea BoK 7-Day Repo Rate  (%) 1.75 1.50 

27 May Australia Retail Sales (%MoM, Apr) 0.9 1.6 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

We continue to see the beginnings of EM-Asia central banks initiating policy 
normalisation. Following BNM’s hike last week, the BSP, as we had expected, 
began policy normalisation with a 25bp rate hike as Governor Diokno cited a 
rise in inflation expectations and the emergence of second round effects as 
the rationale.  
 
Meanwhile, the Indonesian government announced on Thursday that the 
palm oil exports ban is set to be lifted on 23 May as local cooking oil supplies 
increase and prices decline. This provided some support for IDR, allowing it to 
pare some of the recent losses against USD, though it is still bottom of the pile 
among EM-Asia peers this week. 
   
Outlook 
Putting IDR on the back burner for now, Bank Indonesia will look to maintain 
its policy rate at 3.5% at their meeting next week as they focus on growth. 
However, aggressive US rate hikes leading to deterioration in interest rate 
differentials, which add to pressure on IDR could force BI to walk back on its 
‘patience’ and start hiking rates sooner rather than later.   

In contrast, with the backdrop of steady growth, we expect the BoK to raise 
policy rates by 25bp as the rise in headline and core inflation has continued, 
resulting in persistently negative real policy rates. Governor Rhee's display of 
openness towards a big step rate hike (50 bp) underscores the multitude of 
challenges facing the BoK. Nonetheless, these comments should be viewed 
as affirming the current need for a 25bp hike rather than priming the market 
for an immediate 50bp. The forward communication though does tone down 
the awe of 50bp, if the next inflation print surprises.  
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Latin America – Losing momentum. Inflation to linger for longer 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

23-May Peru GDP (%YoY, 1Q) 3.8 3.2 

 Brazil Economic Activity Index (%MoM, Mar) 1.0 0.34 

24-May Mexico Bi Weekly CPI (%YoY, May15) 7.57 7.65 

 Brazil CPI IPCA-15 (%YoY, May15) 12.04 12.03 

25-May Mexico GDP (%QoQ, 1Q F) -- 0.9 

 Mexico Econ. Activity Index (%MoM, Mar) -- 0.01 

26-May Mexico Retail Sales (%MoM, Mar) -- 0.8 

 Mexico Monetary Policy Minutes -- -- 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

China’s move to support the economy helped lift sentiment this week, sending 
Latin American currencies higher against the US dollar. In our view, however, 
sentiment remains fragile and subject to risks. The Fed has just embarked on 
an aggressive tightening cycle, the war in Ukraine continues to pose 
considerable risks, and China may have to deal with more Covid outbreaks. 
Meanwhile, economic growth in Latin America is expected to lose significant 
momentum this year. Indeed, official data released in Chile on Wednesday 
showed that GDP fell 0.8%QoQ in Q1, marking the first quarterly drop since 
2Q 20. Recall that Chile has been leading the economic recovery in Latin 
America. Elsewhere, while Q1 GDP figures from Colombia surprised to the 
upside, they confirmed a broad-based slowdown in economic growth. Finally, 
Argentina´s economic activity index fell a more than expected 0.7%MoM in 
March (consensus: -0.3%). 

Outlook 
The data calendar gains relevance in the week ahead. Mid-month inflation 
figures in Brazil and Mexico will both likely show that high inflation will linger 
for longer, which should keep their central banks in tightening mode for a 
while yet. In fact, we expect Banxico to step up the pace of rate hikes at the 
next meeting in June. Mexico will also release its final reading of Q1 GDP, but 
revisions to preliminary estimates are usually minor and will not be different 
this time. According to the flash GDP estimate, the Mexican economy 
rebounded 0.9%QoQ in Q1, after remaining stagnant in Q4 and contracting 
0.7%QoQ in Q3. Mexico has been lagging behind its peers in Latin America. 
We believe the main reason for the slow recovery is low fiscal stimulus and 
weak government spending during the pandemic. Elsewhere, Peru will also 
disclose GDP data for Q1. With the bulk of the cyclical recovery from the 
Covid-induced slump now behind us, the Andean economy likely continued to 
lose momentum. Importantly, mass demonstrations against inflation and 
President Pedro Castillo's administration in late March have resulted in supply 
disruptions, hurting growth.  
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